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Dear Parents,  

I hope that you enjoy reading the annual Report to Parents. This booklet highlights all of the fantastic 

events that Maldon Court have participated in over the past year for each of the year groups from 

Nursery through to Form 6.   

The children have enjoyed some fantastic events this year both inside and outside of school to ensure 

that they are provided with a broad and balanced education. Our Form 4, 5 and 6 children have enjoyed 

their residential trips to Danbury Outdoors, Fellowship Afloat and PGL in Suffolk where they learnt 

various life skills such as team building, communication and problem solving. Our younger children have 

enjoyed participating in events such as Teddy Bear’s picnic in Nursery and entertaining mummies and 
daddies for their Mother’s Day and Father’s Day afternoons in Pre-Reception and Reception. As always, 

our annual Grandparents’ Day was a resounding success - even with the last minute change of plan due 

to the weather! The children excelled themselves with their outstanding singing and dancing and a 

wonderful time was had by all.   

It was the end of an era this year when our old school hall came down. The staff, children and parents 

were sad to see it go but we are all looking forward to utilising the extra space that this will give to the 

children. 

Our children continue to be exemplary ambassadors for our school. They are kind, courteous and polite 

to everyone and we should be proud of their determined and enthusiastic approach to all that school 

life offers them.   

I wish you all a wonderful summer and I look forward to another exciting year at Maldon Court in 

September.  

 

 

Mrs Elaine Mason 

Head Teacher 
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We have had a lovely year in Nursery and it’s been wonderful to watch all the children grow and develop 

as they have had the opportunity to be involved in a range of topics and activities. At the beginning of 

term, the children loved the topic All About Me and My Family and took pride in bringing in photos of 

their family to display and share with their peers. This really supported their Personal, Social and 

Emotional development as it encouraged them to make relationships and also developed their 

confidence. Another favourite topic was Harvest Festival, it was lovely to involve the Nursery in 

collecting food donations for the people in our community and the children loved making a ‘Dingle 

Dangle Scarecrow’ to accompany them when they sang their favourite Nursery Rhyme, we even learnt 

a new verse.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nursery 
Mrs Kim Callaghan 
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This year we have introduced homework to Nursery. It is completely optional and we have found that 

throughout the year, most of the children have joined in. We try and keep it simple and related to the 

topic. Our feedback from the parents has been positive and have said that the children have particularly 

enjoyed homework that involves a ‘checklist’. Our Road Safety checklist was very popular with lots of 

children joining in. Our Road Safety Topic was a great opportunity for us to reinforce staying safe when 

crossing the road and discussing how traffic lights and zebra crossings work.  

 

Our Home Link Board in the Nursery is always full of the lovely photos 

and pictures sent in for homework and we feel this is a great link between 

us and the families. It also supports the children’s learning as the same 

topic is introduced at home and Nursery.  

 

 

Our Christmas Party was a huge success, the children and 

staff had a lovely afternoon full of games and party food. The 

children were so excited when Father Christmas arrived, 

they were delighted to collect their present from him. We 

also enjoyed Christmas Jumper day and were thrilled to join 

the rest of the school to enjoy a delicious festive lunch. As 

part of our Christmas topic, we created a post office for the 

children to send their letters to Father Christmas. The 

children loved listening to Christmas stories and singing 

Christmas songs. 

  

Through careful planning and observation, we have been able to ensure that the children benefit from a 

range of activities that support their development. Our Winter and Colours Topic enabled us to provide 

the children with the opportunity to develop and learn their colours as well as support their 

understanding of the world. We discussed the changes in the season and the environment. The children 

had the opportunity to explore their senses as we enjoyed ice cube painting and painting on tin foil. 

During this topic the children made big colourful balloons and we leant a new song called ‘We all have 

our favourite balloons’. It proved to be a favourite and we have been singing it throughout the year.  
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In January, we took the children on a Winter walk to Leeches 

Gardens and also took part in the Big Garden Bird Watch. It 

was a very frosty day and the children loved being outside 

experiencing the cold weather and looking out for birds. We 

are so lucky to be so close to a garden that attracts a range of 

birds and wildlife, we saw a robin and a blackbird among other 

types of birds. The children really benefit from visiting our local 

amenities and we have also had some visits to library this year 

where the children have joined in with Rhyme Time Session 

and also had the opportunity to look at a range of stories with 

their peers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

During Chinese New Year, we discussed with the children that it was the Year of the Pig and created a 

range of activities to help them learn about this festival. We made Chinese fans which enabled the 

children to learn the art of folding paper and we also set the Role Play Zone up as a Chinese Restaurant, 

the children enjoyed serving each other Chinese food and choosing from the menu that we made 

available to them.  

Our Expressive Arts topic opened more opportunities for 

the children to enjoy expressing themselves with our 

musical instruments and through sensory play. We 

extended this to our outside classroom by providing the 

children with the opportunity to enjoy water painting, the 

children flicked watered down paint at paper we had 

attached to the outside wall. It was very messy and great 

fun! We also made use of the paint programme on our 

tablet to support the children’s use of media and 

technology. The children loved to be able to draw on the 

screen and were delighted that we printed off their art 

work to display in Nursery.  
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The children have benefitted from having Physical Time throughout 

each week and during Under the Sea Week we introduced Animal 

Yoga to the children. This supported the children’s physical skills 

and helped them to stretch their bodies as they took on the 

position and shape of a different sea creature.  

 

 

We always enjoy our Teddy Bear’s Picnic which takes place in July. This is such a lovely opportunity for 

the existing and new families to come together for a fun filled summer afternoon. The children can play 

and interact and the adults have the chance to catch up and get to know each other.  

 

 

Preparing for Sports Day is always great fun and we always look forward 

to joining everyone on the day for such an important school event. The 

children love showing off their running skills.  

 

 

During the Summer Term, we prepare the children and begin transitions to support them as they prepare 

to move to Nursery 2 and Pre-Reception. Nursery 1 children are encouraged to sit at the table, rather 

than in a highchair and the slightly older children will start to use an open cup rather than a beaker. 

Nursery 2 children have the opportunity to join in with assembly and visit Pre-Reception to gain an 

understanding of the exciting opportunities they will continue to have as they move through the school.  

We have introduced focused time to the Nursery 2 children providing them with the opportunity to 

complete activities to support their writing, shapes, numbers, colours and phonics, all of which will 

prepare them for Pre-Reception.  

As the year comes to an end, we are looking forward to more fun and excitement next year. We would 

like to thank all the Nursery parents and families for your support this year.  
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Pre-Reception have had an extremely busy year. 

Our varied curriculum has ensured that every child 

has had the opportunity to learn from and enjoy a 

wide range of topics. Our topics are planned 

around the Early Years Foundation Stage – 

Development Matters. The children experience a 

balance of adult led and child-initiated activities. We 

have enjoyed some wonderful topics which have 

encouraged the children to use their imaginations. 

These topics include Harvest, The Rainbow Fish, 

Harry and the Bucketful of Dinosaurs, Chinese 

New Year, Peter Pan and Jack and the Beanstalk.  

 

        

At Christmas, we took part in the ‘Busy Busy 

Bethlehem’ nativity alongside Reception Class. The 

children were fantastic and they all sang beautifully 

to their parents. The children have also enjoyed 

some wonderful role play in our Travel Agent 

themed home corner, acting out stories and real life 

experiences, using their imagination and developing 

their social and language skills. 

 

 

Pre-Reception 
Miss Sophie Cottiss & Miss Rosie Sackett 
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During the Summer Term, we introduced a Show and Tell session into 

Pre-Reception on a Friday afternoon. The children have really enjoyed 

bringing in items from home to talk about with their friends. Show and 

Tell enables children to develop their Social, Communication and 

Language skills and gain confidence to share stories in front of the class. 

Show and Tell is always very popular with the children and this 

continues into Reception and Key Stage 1. 

 

We continue with the hugely successful Jolly 

Phonics scheme of learning phonic sounds. This year 

we have more children than ever moving through 

to Reception class with a solid foundation and 

knowledge of phonetic sounds and sound speak. 

Many children know the twenty-six letter sounds, 

diagraphs and are beginning to hear initial sounds; 

some children are even reading.  

The children also love to engage in our phonics 

games which are accessible to them throughout the 

day. 

 

Pre-Reception have really enjoyed participating in gymnastics during the spring term. P.E lessons have 

allowed the children to develop their skills through fantastic balancing, jumping and stretching. They have 

also weekly music and movement sessions following instructions and acting along to a themed ‘Let’s 

Move’ CD.  

Pre-Reception have also loved regular access to the bikes and scooters on the playground, using these 

alongside the traffic cones and signs, developing their gross motor skills and learning how to pedal! 
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Each morning the children engage in a morning welcome activity that focuses on number recognition to 

20 using our class number line. This enables children to count in order and begin to recognise numbers 

both in and out of sequence, This also enables children to recognise a number sequence and use the 

mathematical terms of plus and equals.  

The children also took part in the whole school Pi Day, working together alongside Reception to focus 

on activities involving circles. These activities included bubble painting, sponge pattern and a circle collage. 

 

In the Spring term, as part of our Harry and the 

Bucketful of Dinosaurs topic, the children 

conducted a science experiment to find out how 

to change a liquid in to a solid. The children 

thought of several ideas and made some 

wonderful predictions.  

We froze a big tray of water full of dinosaur 

figures by leaving it outside over the cold 

winter nights. Pre-Reception then had to figure 

out how to free the dinosaurs from the ice. 

The children were very excited to see the 

results and enjoyed releasing their dinosaurs 

from the ice.  
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Pre-Reception also enjoyed a variety of activities for space week, looking at the world around us. We 

learnt that there are a lot of different planets in our solar system and even had a go at designing our 

own aliens for a space display in the classroom.  

 

Throughout the Summer Term, Pre-Reception 

took part in the potato project. The children were 

very excited and took great care of their potatoes 

from chitting them to planting them in to the soil. 

This supported their learning of the life cycle of a 

potato and labelling the different parts of the plants. 

The children were very good at ensuring they 

watered the potatoes every day and had lots of fun 

digging them out once they had grown!  

Pre-Reception have also entered the Essex 

sunflower competition, planting sunflowers and 

competing with other schools in Essex to see who 

can grow the biggest sunflower. The children kept 

great care of their plant checking on them daily and 

remembering to give them a good drink of water.  

 

Pre-Reception were very lucky to visit Southend Sealife Centre as 

part of our Rainbow Fish topic. The children got the chance to see a 

variety of sea creatures including sharks, turtles, stingrays and even 

monkeys. The children were also able to engage in a rockpool 

experience where they were able to touch a starfish. We learnt that 

starfish have over 1000 feet and two stomachs! 

We were also very lucky to be invited to Turncole Farm on another 

school visit. We would like to say a big thank you to the Hull family 

for inviting us and giving up their time to show us around their 

wonderful farm. The children enjoyed seeing and engaging with all of 

the animals as well as keeping their eyes peeled for signs of Autumn 

during our Autumn topic.  

We have also enjoyed being out and about in Maldon, visiting the 

High Street on several occasions to buy food for our Christmas 

Party, ingredients to make playdough and planting materials for our 

gardening. We have been to Leeches Garden to look for signs of 

Autumn and Spring on our Autumn and Spring hunts. 
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We held a very successful Mother’s Day Afternoon Tea. The 

children decorated some biscuits to serve to their mummy. After 

performing some wonderful songs, the children gave their mummy 

a card and painted gift. A fantastic time was had by all. 

 

 

As this year in Pre-Reception comes to an end, we are very excited to see what another fun filled year 

at Maldon Court will bring. We would like to thank all our parents for their continued support 

throughout the year.  
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Reception have had an exciting and eventful year. Our themed curriculum has ensured that the children 

have had opportunities to learn across the seven prime and specific areas of the Early Years Foundation 

Stage Curriculum; Communication & Language; Physical Development; Personal, Social & Emotional; 

Literacy; Mathematics; Understanding the World and Expressive Arts & Design. The children have 

learned through a thematic approach. These themes have included: All About Me, Harvest, The 

Gingerbread Man, Water and Weather, Minibeasts and Toys.   

 

At Christmas we took part in our Nativity, ‘Busy, Busy 

Bethlehem’, alongside Pre-Reception. The children 

showed lots of confidence and sang and acted 

beautifully.   

 

 
  

 

Reception 
Miss Sophie Wayman 
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The children have a daily phonics lesson, following a 

systematic phonic approach which follows into Form 1 and 

2. The children are confident with their letter sounds, 

digraphs and trigraphs and are reading independently and 

confidently.  

The children are encouraged to communicate and 

experiment with contextualised vocabulary during their 

play, such as using words in their play learned through 

their Chinese New Year topic. The children have made up 

exciting and adventurous narratives, games and stories.  

 

The children have had opportunities to form 

relationships between their peers by turn taking, sharing 

and working together. In the Summer term, the children 

were challenged to build a pond to show the life cycle of 

a frog, using junk modelling materials. They worked in 

pairs to plan and build the ponds. We encourage turn-

taking and teach values to encourage children to respect 

one another. We also share discussions during Circle 

Time throughout the week.  

 

The children have practised their mark making and 

letter formation throughout the year. They have 

opportunities to write in daily activities and have 

enjoyed writing and making up their own imaginative 

stories, poems and instructions. In the Spring term, 

the children made porridge for Goldilocks and the 

Three Bears. They wrote instructions on how to 

make the perfect porridge! Every Monday, the 

children write a recount on their ‘Weekend News’. 

It has been fantastic to see their writing progress 

each week and to see them writing independently 

and confidently.  
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The children have developed their gross motor skills through regular sessions on the Fitness Trail and 

weekly PE and Music and Movement sessions. Within PE this year, the children have practised various 

skills including throwing, catching and balancing. These skills have been taught through sports including 

gymnastics, hockey, tag rugby and ball games. The children also have regular access to the bikes and 

fitness equipment, such as scooters and stilts.  

 

 

The Reception class have a daily 

mathematics lesson which focuses on 

Number or Shape, Space and Measure. 

These lessons include a mixture of practical 

adult-led and child-led activities. The 

children are confident with counting to 20 

and beyond and can find one more or one 

less than a given number to 20. They 

thoroughly enjoyed exploring patterns; 

they created their own repeating patterns 

and noticed patterns in animals and nature.  
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The children have had some fantastic 

opportunities to observe change this year. 

They were very lucky to meet some newly 

hatched chicks in the Spring term and we even 

got to hold them. In the Summer term, they 

took care of some caterpillars. It was 

fascinating watching the life cycle unfold and to 

see beautiful butterflies hatch from their 

chrysalis’s.   

 

 

We have extended our outdoor area this year and have enjoyed 

planting lots of plants, fruits and vegetables in our new vegetable 

garden. We are looking forward to harvesting our potatoes to eat. 

 

The Reception class have a weekly Music lesson with Mrs Stone. During these lessons, the children have 

listened and responded to music with movement and have had the opportunity to create music to 

represent different emotions. They enjoyed using ICT in their lessons by using the tablets to take 

photographs of a range of instruments.   
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In the Spring term, the children had a great day 

dressing up as their favourite book character 

for World Book Day. 

 
  

In the Summer term we went to Jimmy’s Farm with 

our Form 6 Buddies. We had a fantastic day feeding 

the animals, going on a Minibeast hunt and building 

dens. It was a wonderful day to celebrate the special 

relationship that the children have made with their 

Buddies over the past two years.  
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We held a very successful Father’s Day Afternoon in the 

Summer term. After performing some wonderful songs, the 

children gave their Daddy a card and homemade coaster. We 

all had a fantastic afternoon.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The children have had an eventful year and we are looking forward to watching the children grow and 

progress throughout the school. We look forward to what the next year in Reception brings.  
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Form 1 have had a fantastic year. They have shown outstanding effort in all aspects of school life and 

have overcome many challenges. They have demonstrated an excellent attitude to all subjects, activities, 

school events and school trips, and have progressed brilliantly in all areas. The children have shown 

exceptional efforts and enthusiasm to work together as a team and demonstrate an outstanding, 

confident and passionate attitudes to their school.   

 

 

Form 1 have explored the following aspects within 

their English lessons; reading, analysing and writing 

various traditional stories, understanding the use of 

labels and captions, writing lists and signs, forming 

poetry and learning repetitive songs and rhymes, 

information texts, instruction writing, non-

chronological report writing, constructing different 

types of letters and autobiographies. The children 

have been able to participate in story writing by using 

role play to enhance their imagination and creativity. 

Alongside these topics, Form 1 have also studied the 

Form 1 phonic phases, together with 1-1 reading, 

group and paired reading. They have also studied 

primary spelling, punctuation and grammar. 

Assessments for English are in: Reading, Writing and 

SPaG (Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar) 

 

  

 

Form 1 
Miss Suzanne Broadbridge 
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Form 1 decided to develop their class assembly based 

on one of the stories that they had read in class, ‘Little 

Red Reading Hood’. The children all designed and 

produced their own traditional storybook, which 

included simple and extended sentences and used 

various adjectives, verbs, punctuation and grammar. 

The children loved to role play their traditional tales 

and used this well. Incorporating singing and actions 

into their class assembly, which they did very well.    

 

 

The children thoroughly enjoyed the fun events and activities of 

World Book Day. All children dressed up as their favourite 

storybook character and took part in many storybook activities 

such as, making up their own stories, role play and a storybook 

treasure hunt. They enjoyed reading, discussing and comparing a 

wide range of books and especially loved the ‘Harry Potter’ 

themed Tea Party.   
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Form 1 also enjoyed their school trip to 

Maldon Library, where the children 

were able to explore the library, listen 

and compare favourite stories. The 

children were able to see how a library 

works and how you can access library 

books. They also loved being with the 

Reception class on this school trip.   

 

 

Form 1 have thoroughly enjoyed all of their 

Maths topics, which have given all pupils the 

confidence in using their maths skills in 

various aspects of school life. Pupils have 

learnt how to count objects effectively and 

understand different number facts. They 

have learnt the names of common 2D and 

3D shape, addition and subtraction facts and 

adding numbers by putting the largest 

number first.  

 

 

Pupils have also successfully learnt to use a 100-square to 

remember number facts when counting on or counting 

back in 1’s, 2’s, 5’s or 10’s. They have applied this 

knowledge and have started to investigate and use their 

multiplication skills. They have also explored money 

values and matching them to total amounts of money. 

Pupils have also been introduced to recording data in 

block and tally diagrams, measuring and comparing weight, 

length and capacity. Assessments for Maths are linked with 

the Abacas curriculum scheme and provide data progress 

for each child.    
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Form 1 enjoyed their Science topic ‘Who am I?’; which included identifying and naming basic parts of the 

body, saying which parts of the body are linked to each sense. They also explored the topic ‘Celebrations’ 

where they investigated light and shadow. The children also enjoyed the topics ‘Polar Adventures’ where 

they conducted many experiments on how to survive in different environments, studied various polar 

animals and explored various animal types, habitats and life cycles. The final topic was ‘Treasure Island’, 

where the children continued their investigations on survival; exploring, testing and grouping various 

materials and investigating the different states of matter. Assessments for Science are linked with the 

curriculum scheme and provide data to track each child’s progress and understanding.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Form 1 had an exciting day at Fingringhoe Wick Wildlife Centre which linked to their Science topic ‘On 

Safari’; which involved exploring and looking for invertebrates, habitats, plants and crops. The children 

took part in pond dipping, meadow sweeping, searching and identifying minibeasts and plants.  

The children have discussed and explored many aspects within History lessons; how the lives of people 

have changed over time and how these changes have formed life today. They studied how transport has 

also changed over time. They also looked at the first landing on the moon and how people reached the 

moon. Form 1 also looked at significant people from the past and why they were special to society. 

Children compared these people, to people that they know and recognise now. They also researched 

various Great Explorers and Nurturing Nurses and why we remember them.   

In Geography, Form 1 have studied their local area, describing the town and street where they live. They 

all posted personal letters to their homes and investigated how addresses work. They spent time studying 

the seven continents of the world and identified the countries and capital cities of the UK. They explored 

the weather, looking particularly at different weather patterns during the four seasons, and how the 

seasons are linked with the months of the year. The children also explored maps and looked at how they 

are used and created.   
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Form 1 have been developing their skills in 

computing, by using a wide range of programs and 

activities for their work. Pupils have learnt how to 

type properly using the ‘home keys’. They have 

also created their own e-books characters using 

Tux Paint. They also learnt about the internet and 

how to use the internet safely. Pupils have also 

learnt how to use search engines effectively to 

enhance their other subjects, such as in 

Geography. They were able to use ‘Google Earth’ 

and ‘Google Maps’ in order to retrieve and 

explore locations, including locations where they 

live. They also created their own greetings card; 

by using Word, finding the image of their choice and then using the keyboard to type their own personal 

message. Pupils also participated in the following activities: creating a program to direct a robotic toy; 

debugging a program; using tablets to film steps of a recipe; copying and pasting from the internet and 

saving and editing work. The children have also explored using the Lego2.0 resources, where they are 

able to construct their own functioning robot using the tablets.  

 

Form 1 have studied many different styles of artwork by various artists and how they all vary their 

artwork. The children learnt about Land Artist, Andy Goldsworthy and explored his technique of using 

natural materials such as flowers, shells, stones, sticks and leaves to create land art. The children learnt 

about the difference between a portrait and a self-portrait and particularly enjoyed creating various 

sculptures using clay and salt dough. They also 

studied the artist Henri Matisse and created paper 

collage pictures in his style.   

 

In Design and Technology, Form 1 have enjoyed 

creating a moving 3D card using a wheel mechanism. 

They also had experience of making a pivot and level 

picture. The children enjoyed exploring different 

types of fabrics, making their own hair styles out of 

various fabrics and using a needle and thread 

effectively and safely.   
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Form 1 thoroughly enjoyed their school trip to Firstsite 

Gallery in Colchester where the children got to 

participate in two activities; weaving and cutting. The 

children also were able to explore the gallery and discuss 

the work of various professional artists. The activities 

linked well to Henri Matisse and Andy Goldsworthy and 

the children were able to relate their styles and compare 

them well.   

 

Form 1 have been studying various topics within PSHEE: ‘Beginning and Belonging’; learning to develop 

collaborative relationships within the class; ‘Lost and Found’; to know how to ask for help and to have 

ideas about how to help each other; ‘My Emotions’; to know the names of a basic range of feelings and 

to develop the skill of collaborative problem solving; ‘Diversity and Community’; to understand what 

makes up their identity, to understand about their own culture and beliefs and those of others; ‘Staying 

healthy’; to know about the range of things that help keep them healthy.  

 

In RE, Form 1 have been studying Christianity and the significant concepts that share different beliefs, 

values and commitments. Children explored various themes within Christianity; The Creation Story, The 

Christmas Story and Jesus as a friend. Form 1 have also been learning about the Jewish religion and have 

learnt that Shabbat is a holy day for the Jewish community. They learnt the key elements of the Shabbat 

meal, why Jewish people celebrate the festivals of Hanukah and Passover and the significance of some 

Jewish beliefs and practices.  

 

Form 1 thoroughly enjoyed their school trip to 

Chelmsford Cathedral and many children were 

inspired by some of the stories and were eager 

to discuss these further back at school. The 

children took part in various activities; bracelet 

making (which signified the life of Jesus), 

matchbox making (which signified the manger), 

spiritual thinking with a tea light and role play 

within the story telling.   
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Form 1 have enjoyed learning French and Spanish this year and 

have learnt basic everyday greetings, counting to 20, days of 

the week, months of year, colours, family members, emotions 

and feelings, rhymes, everyday objects, games and activities, 

various types of food and responses to food. The children have 

also enjoyed listening and participating in French and Spanish 

stories and songs.   

 

 

It has been a wonderful year, full of many exciting and enjoyable experiences where all children have 

flourished and I know they will all continue to blossom as they go through the school. It has been an 

absolute pleasure to teach Form 1 this year and watch each child grow with confidence and happiness.  
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Form 2 has had such a busy year and they have been working very hard developing their independent 

skills. The children have matured so much, and they are now able to reflect on their learning as well as 

ask some really thoughtful questions. The expectation for this year group is a real step up from what 

they would have been used to and I am delighted to say that they have all stepped up to the challenge.   

 

In English we have explored many texts from the wonderful ‘Mrs Armitage’ to ‘The Meerkat Mail’ and 

‘The Egg’; I am sure the children would love to discuss these fantastic stories with you at home!   

 

We had an occurrence in school this year where a silver, 

scaled dragon egg appeared in our classroom. The 

children used their inferring skills to investigate what 

could have left it there.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Form 2 
Mrs. Claudia Dickinson 

           
2018/19 
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The children have all been ‘hugging the text’ where they have learnt a 

whole text through actions as well as benefitting from ‘magpieing’ ideas 

to develop their story writing.  

 

 

 

The children wrote wonderful instructions on how to make a 

cucumber caterpillar sandwich and a ‘Yucky, Yummy Sandwich’ for our 

resident class puppet, Morris.  

 

 

 

They have all proven to be confident with their reading skills and it has been wonderful to see their 

confidence grow in class. We have enjoyed our ‘paired reading’ sessions with Form 1 where they have 

been able to ask each other questions and help one another. ‘Ashley’s Diary’ was great fun for the 

children and now sits proudly on the book shelf so the children can read their diary entries. It was 

wonderful to see what great adventures Ashley had been on.   
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The aim of Maths this year is to ensure that the children develop a depth of understanding so that they 

can confidently explain their reasoning. The children have learnt many different methods and retained 

them in order to solve problems. It is important that the children have a chance to explore these various 

methods during maths and find one which they are comfortable with. During lessons they have been 

‘coaching’ one another as ‘experts’ and, I feel, have proven to themselves that they have the appropriate 

depth of understanding. The children have really enjoyed the recent use of the ‘TT Rockstars’ website 

where they have all been practising their times tables and division skills. It has also been fun for them to 

have the opportunity to be competitive with one another. 
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In Science it is a chance for children to conduct different 

experiments, ask key questions, make predictions and make 

conclusions based on their findings. Form 2 has classified and 

identified the uses and properties of different materials; learned 

what helps keep them healthy from what they eat to exercise and 

hygiene; investigated the environment around them through the 

world of mini beasts, habitats and food chains as well as studying 

forces and what plants need to grow well.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During Science week Form 2 teamed up with Form 1 in order 

to make paper helicopters, magic flying lizards and magical 

colours together. It was a wonderful experience for them all 

working in teams with children of a slightly different age.  
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This year the children have all proven to be great 

Historians and they have really enjoyed our range of 

topics. The Great Fire of London was their inspiration 

for a fabulous class assembly where the children 

decided what they would like to do in their 

performance. They incorporated singing, dancing and a 

story all modelled around fantastic performance skills.   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Geography the children have become familiar with using 

an atlas as well as being able to identify continents and 

oceans of the world. They designed maps and understood 

how a key is crucial to helping the reader identify crucial 

information. The children thoroughly enjoyed our ‘Let’s go 

to China’ topic. During this topic the children studied the 

maps, historic artefacts and how a school in China is very 

different to ours (I dare say that they preferred the British 

curriculum!). As it is always important for children to have 

the opportunity to decide on what they want to learn it was 

lovely to see them all decide on discovering more about the 

animals native to China as well as requesting to do some 

fabulous panda art.    
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In Art the children have explored the work of 

various artists including Vincent Van Gogh and 

David Hockney. They studied the artist and 

tried to replicate their artwork closely. The children created a 

colour wheel and explored hot and cold colours. They have used a 

variety of mediums such as water colours, pencil, chalk and oil 

pastels. They created some wonderful landscape art and have really 

tried hard to sketch carefully and focus on perspective, contours and 

proportions.  

 

 

 

The children loved designing and making their 

cars for ‘Mrs Armitage’ in DT. We were very 

lucky to have Mr Barnett come into the class to 

discuss the history of cars. The children and I 

were fascinated to hear about electric cars and 

what the future holds for transport. From this 

the children had to identify the different parts of 

a car to be included in their design. I did like how 

they included a seat for Mrs Armitage and her 

faithful dog, Breakspear. Form 2’s cars were all 

so unique and each child could explain their 

reasoning for their design choices. They could 

evaluate their work effectively and discussed 

what they were pleased with and how they 

would change it next time.   
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In RE the children have studied Christianity. The children looked closely at the parables told. They have 

studied Judaism learning about the Torah and why it is important to Jews, and the Covenant, the promises 

Jewish people make to God. They have learned about Islam, what happens during the Hajj and how 

praying at regular intervals can help a Muslim in their everyday life.  

   

 

 

 

 

PSHEE pervades all aspects of the school and is something that 

we are very proud of here at Maldon Court. We follow a very 

comprehensive PSHE scheme of work that spirals up through the 

school and the values and ethos of the school are strengthened 

through its study and implementation. Form 2 has studied Rights, 

Rules and Responsibilities, Anti-Bullying, Recognising and 

Understanding Change and Economic Wellbeing and Financial 

Capability, along with their active involvement in various 

fundraising events. The children also noticed the importance of 

Road safety, so we ventured into the town to discuss how to be 

safe with our adult.   
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Finally, the children have taken part in three school trips this year. 

We started the year with a trip to the Cathedral to learn about the 

story of Easter. Next the children went to Firstsite gallery in 

Colchester where the children explored the gallery.  

 

 

 

 

 

Then they had the chance to participate in making a 

Great Fire of London collage based on the artist Matisse 

and make a weaving. In the Summer Term the children 

went to Fingringhoe where we had a great time 

exploring the beautiful wildlife centre. The children 

participated in pond dipping, meadow sweeping and 

hunting for minibeasts.  
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Form 3 has had a very busy and successful year. Moving up to KS1 was exciting for both the children and 

their teacher, same faces but different location and what felt like so much more to do. We soon got 

over having to wait another hour for lunch, mainly because we were so busy, and rose to every challenge 

put before us; we even learnt to embrace homework every day.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is important to develop pupils’ spoken language, reading, writing and vocabulary as these are integral 

aspects of the teaching of every subject. Lessons taught this year aimed to promote high standards of 

language and literacy, children continued to work towards being able to read easily, fluently and with 

good understanding; not just through reading books for enjoyment but through guided reading and 

comprehension exercises. Many of the children also did the ESB exams again this year which enhances 

their learning, but also allows them to showcase what they can do to a wider audience. Children 

continued to work on writing clearly, accurately and coherently; grammar expectations are high in Form 

3, we built on the work from Form 2 such as expanded noun phrases and conjunctions and started to 

include fronted adverbials and subordinate clauses, to name but a few.  

 

 

Form 3 
Mrs. Sarah Baron 

           
2018/19 
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Whilst the class assembly is not a production, it is a good opportunity for children to gain confidence 

speaking in front of an audience, speaking with clarity and expression, sharing work done in the 

classroom and understanding playscripts and their structure. There are so many enjoyable ways that 

English can be taught.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The principal focus of mathematics teaching in lower key stage 2 is to ensure that pupils become 

increasingly fluent with whole numbers and the 4 operations, including number facts and the concept of 

place value. This should ensure that pupils develop efficient written and mental methods and perform 

calculations accurately with increasingly large whole numbers. (NC 2014)  

 

Maths this year saw the introduction of more formal methods of calculation which the children have 

been itching to do. Their fluency with the recall of their tables has also been greatly enhanced with the 

introduction of TT Rockstars.  
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In Science, we have studied Rocks and Soils, Plants, Light, 

Space, Magnetism and Animals including Humans. The 

principal focus of science teaching in lower key stage 2 is 

to enable pupils to broaden their scientific view of the 

world around them through exploring, talking about, 

testing and developing ideas about everyday phenomena 

and the relationships between living things and familiar 

environments.  

 

 

They undertook a number of investigations and activities; 

what plants need to grow well, the scientific names of the 

bones in our bodies and, to their surprise, how much sugar 

is in everyday drinks. The whole of KS2 also enjoyed their 

trip to the Science Museum, what a positive and informative 

learning experience that was.  

 

In History, we have studied the Vikings and the Anglo Saxons, World 

War II and Ancient Egypt. The aim of the curriculum is to know and 

understand the history of these islands, significant aspects of the 

history of the wider world, understand historical concepts such as 

continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, difference 

and significance, and use them to make connections and to 

understand the methods of historical enquiry. We had a fabulous trip 

to Braintree Museum where we learned a lot about WWII; we 

experienced an air-raid, what school was like and how it may have 

felt to be an evacuee.  
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In Geography, we have learnt about Rain Forests, The UK and Extreme Weather. The aims of the 

curriculum are to develop contextual knowledge of the location of globally significant places, understand 

the processes that give rise to key physical and human geographical features of the world, collect, analyse 

and communicate with a range of data, interpret a range of sources of geographical information, including 

maps, diagrams, globes and aerial photographs and communicate geographical information in a variety of 

ways.  

In Art, we have done a lot of observational drawing 

as well as creating Papier-mâché hot air balloons, 

these inspired us to write some fabulous adventure 

stories. In DT, we created picture frames which we 

decorated and gave to our parents as Christmas gifts. 

We also made light-boxes for Mother’s Day; we 

particularly enjoyed investigating and making 

electrical circuits and switches to make the boxes 

light up our Mother’s Day messages.  

Maldon Court prides itself on its PSHEE, not just through discrete lessons but how it is embedded in the 

ethos of the school. This year we have covered a number of topics: Beginning and Belonging: new 

relationships, Myself and My Relationships, Diversity and Community, Healthy and Safer Lifestyles and 

SRE.  

The children have really enjoyed the new scheme of work for RE. Each half term we have asked a different 

question about a religion and looked to find the answer through different activities and research. In Form 

3 we have looked at The Amrit Ceremony and the Khalsa, Christmas, Jesus’ Miracles, Easter-Forgiveness, 

Sharing and Community and Prayer and Worship. 
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In Form 4 the focus in English is separated into spelling, punctuation & grammar, comprehension and 

writing.  

In SPaG the Headstart scheme carefully developed each focus through following a story where each 

aspect is addressed. Each week the children were introduced to punctuation and grammatical features 

so that they could then complete tasks and apply their knowledge in other areas of the curriculum.  

Using Literacy Shed the children have been provided with a variety of stimuli including video clips and 

text which has enabled the class to delve into VIPERS (Vocabulary, Inference, Punctuation, Explanation, 

Reasoning and Summarise). Each of these skills allowed the children to read between the line of the story 

and understand the reasons behind a character's responses and actions.  

Each week the children get the opportunity to carry out an extended writing task in different genres.  We 

began with narrative stories, looking at how we structure a story and how we can use a narrator/story 

teller’s voice.  We learned when and where we should include description and how we can show what 

a character is feeling through their actions.  We also started work on the proper use of paragraphing.  

We then moved on to recounts, diaries and newspaper reports.  We used familiar stories such as Little 

Red Riding Hood and imagined ourselves as one of the characters when we wrote our diary.  We then 

watched Charlie and the Chocolate factory and used this as a basis for more diary and newspaper work. 

We then changed to factual writing which we linked to our science work.  We learned how to make 

scones, wrote a recipe, then had a go at following it to cook our own, with great success!  We also 

wrote a recipe for making your own ice cream (and made it too of course) and learned about the water 

cycle so that we could write an explanatory text.  

We explored and experimented with different poetic forms such as acrostic, haiku and rhyming.  We 

focussed on descriptive language and experimented with similes, metaphors, alliteration and 

personification before returning to narrative texts to finish off the year.  

 

 

Form 4 
Mrs. Emma Clark and Mrs. Marianne Summers 

           
2018/19 
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In Form 4 the children continue to extend their mathematical skills, applying their new-found knowledge 

to ever more challenging real-life problems. The study of place value encourages the children to recognise 

the place value of each digit in numbers with four digits or more and continue to order and compare 

numbers beyond 1000 using mathematical vocabulary and symbols. They identified, represented and 

estimated numbers using different representations and began to round numbers to the nearest 10, 100 

and 1000. The children focussed on counting from 0 in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1000, count backwards 

through zero to include negative numbers and found 1000 more or less than a given number. Linking to 

our study of the Romans in History the class began to read Roman numerals up to 1000.   

The multiplication and division, lessons built upon previous learning by developing fluency in all 

multiplication tables up to 12 × 12, this was also enhanced through the introduction of Times Tables 

Rock Stars which Form 4 have enthusiastically engaged in since the start of the summer term. The 

children have used known facts and their understanding of place value to multiply and divide mentally, 

including multiplying by zero and one, dividing by one, and multiplying together three numbers. They 

used formal written methods to multiply and divide two and three-digit numbers by one-digit numbers. 

They also solved problems and puzzles including word problems, integer scaling problems, and harder 

correspondence problems.  
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Building on their understanding of fractions and developing their skills in areas such as equivalent 

fractions, addition and subtraction of fractions and calculating fractions of amounts has aided Form 4’s 

understanding of the link between fractions and decimals.  

This year Form 4 have begun to use 24-hour clocks and convert from 12-hour to 24-hour times and vice 

versa. They have also used simple timetables to calculate the time taken for journeys and calculate missing 

times on a timetable.   

Form 4 have extended their study of 2D shapes by comparing and classifying different types of triangles 

and quadrilaterals, comparing their properties such as angles, side and lines of symmetry. They 

consolidated their learning from Form 3 on right angles and moved on to identifying acute, right, obtuse 

and reflex angles and ordering angles up to 180°.   

Throughout the year Form 4 have learnt to identify the difference between discrete and continuous data 

and present both types of data as bar charts and time graphs. They have also solved comparison, sum 

and difference problems using the information presented in bar charts, pictograms, tables and other 

graphs.  

Before Christmas Form 4 received a visit from Mr Podbury introduced the class to some festive Maths 

problem solving activities, including ‘The Twelve Days of Christmas’ present calculating game, ‘Christmas 

Sudoku’ and ‘The Naughty Elf’ Christmas tree light sequencing game. All the activities allowed the 

children to work in a variety of pairs, small groups and independently to use the problem-solving skills 

they had learnt and put them into practise in a fun and exciting way.  

 

The whole school took part in World Pi Day on the 14th 

March. During this day Form 4 worked with Form 3 to study 

the curiosity that is the value of Pi. The children created 

their own Pi Dream Catchers by numbering a paper plate 

from 0 to 9 making a small hole in the rim and then threaded 

wool through the holes following the sequence of Pi and so 

creating a web-like design. The children also drew a 

Skyscraper design drawing structures the same height as 

each digit of Pi creating a city skyline. The children were also 

challenged to learn as many of the digit of Pi, in order, with 

one pupil learning Pi to 14 digits in under 5 minutes.  
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We began the year by looking at living things and how they are classified.  We investigated different types 

of animals looking for features they had in common, such as backbones or not.  We then broke the 

groups down into smaller and smaller ones until we understood the main vertebrate and invertebrate 

groups.  We learnt how to ask yes/no questions based on physical appearance and then turned these 

into classification keys.  We also studied how animals are adapted to the environment they live in and 

even created our own crazy creatures.  

We followed this by looking more closely at human’s, focussing on teeth and digestion.  We learnt many 

interesting facts about both human and animal teeth; how we can tell an animal's diet from its teeth, how 

many teeth a creature has in it’s lifetime and how to care for our own teeth.  We had lots of fun looking 

at the main parts of the human digestive system and how the digestive process works.  We carried out 

our own investigation using bananas, cream crackers, orange juice and a pair of tights to model how 

digestion works!  

After this came states of matter where we examined the concepts of solids liquids and gasses in more 

detail.  We spent time learning how materials can change state through heating and cooling, sometimes 

involving extreme temperatures.  We carried out our own investigations: finding the melting point of 

chocolate, making ice cream using ice and salt to cool the milk and making our own mini water cycle.  

We were then able to visit the science museum in 

London for a fun filled day.  The children had great fun in 

the hands-on section, had a truly disgusting talk on 

digestion (the colonoscopy camera video was particularly 

gruesome!) and then time to explore other floors in the 

museum before home time.  The children were able to 

demonstrate facts that they had already learnt as well as 

asking lots of questions and learning new things.  
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Electricity came next starting with important safety facts for everyday life.  We learnt all about the 

different components that we could put into a circuit and had lots of fun making and investigating different 

circuits.  We investigated what types of material were electrical conductors, what happens when you 

add more bulbs to a circuit, we designed our own switches and finally made a pressure switch burglar 

alarm.  

The final topic was sound where we investigated how sounds are produced, how they travel and how 

they can be altered.  We carried out investigations on sound proofing, changing the pitch of a note as 

well as finding out which materials sound travels well through.  The children have learned to plan and 

carry out investigations and how to measure, record and analyse the data they have gathered so that 

they can form a conclusion.  

In History the first topic we focussed on was ‘The Romans’. 

This unit studied the impact the Roman empire had on life 

in Britain, the spread of the Roman empire, the invasion of 

Britain and the eventual conquest. The class also looked in 

detail at some aspects of the Romanisation of Britain, such 

as the building of Roman roads and bathhouses. In addition 

to this, they relished the opportunity to learn about the 

British resistance of Boudicca and the events of Boudicca's 

rebellion from different perspectives. The children also 

investigated Hadrian's Wall, examining how, where and 

why it was built, learned about the different features of the 

wall and used maps to determine its location. This topic 

was then followed by a class assembly re-enacting the 

conquest of Britain and Boudicca’s rebellion.  
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Form 4 also visited the Braintree Museum where they took part in 

interactive activities to find out what was life was like for the poor 

and the slaves in Roman Britain and comparing this to life for the 

wealthy Romans. They had the opportunity to dress up as Roman 

civilians including an emperor, learning how to dress in a toga. This 

was followed by re-enacting a bustling Roman market scene, making 

Roman soldiers shields and crafting Roman coins from clay.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The topic for the spring term was ‘Riotous Royalty’ 

which taught the class in depth about William the 

Conqueror’s reign from 1066 onwards, how King 

John made himself very unpopular as monarch by 

introducing the Magna Carta and inspiring the 

Peasants Revolt. Form 4 were intrigued as to why 

King Henry VIII married so many times, learning 

about each of his wives and their untimely demise. 

Form 4 also studied Queen Anne who helped 

created the Union flag and what we now call Great 

Britain.  
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The final History topic in Form 4 was ‘Crime and Punishment’ in which the children developed their 

chronological knowledge beyond 1066 through studying this aspect of social history. The children found 

out about the legacy of the Roman justice system and crime and punishment through the Anglo-Saxon, 

Tudor and Victorian periods. They also broadened their historical awareness and understanding of how 

our past is constructed through studying the famous highwayman Dick Turpin.   

 

In Geography Form 4 headed back in time to find out how 

the towns and cities of the UK first developed. The class first 

investigated how early settlers chose a place to build a home, 

including the availability of resources such as water and wood 

and how well the location could be defended. They looked at 

place names around the UK to see how the Anglo-Saxons, 

Romans and Vikings all left their mark.  

 

Through use of digital and paper maps, the children 

investigated land use in different sized settlements and 

the ways in which settlements were linked together, 

linking this to our study of the Romans and building 

Roman roads. To complete the topic the children then 

built their own early settlements.  

 

In the spring term Form 4 studied the North 

Yorkshire seaside town of Whitby. The children 

learnt about the physical geography of Whitby, 

including its Jurassic cliffs and its proximity to the 

North Yorkshire Moors. They used maps, atlases 

and digital maps to explore the town and find out 

about what the land is used for and what there is 

to do in Whitby. Throughout this unit the children 

were encouraged to compare what they had 

learnt about Whitby with what they know about 

their own local area.   
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The final Geography topic was ‘Water’ which introduced the children to the water cycle and allowed 

them to explore the processes of evaporation and condensation through a range of practical activities. 

By considering water as a finite resource, they were introduced to the ideas of conservation and consider 

some of the issues surrounding supplying clean drinking water to a growing global population.  

In art the children have had the opportunity to look at the styles of different artists, discuss their art and 

create their own work in a similar style.  To start with the children learnt how to draw 3d shapes such 

as cubes, cuboids, spheres and cones and to look and see how many objects they draw are made up 

from a combination of these shapes.  We then looked at how shading and highlights could be used to 

create a more 3dimensional appearance to a shape.  The first artist we looked at was Michael Brennand 

Wood who uses a variety of materials including textiles in his work.  We created our own abstract art 

using a variety of printing and sewing techniques.  We then looked at Georgia O Keeffe’s work and 

experimented blending with oil pastels to create our own enlarged flower pictures.  

 

In design technology the children 

have been encouraged to design, 

make and then evaluate their own 

projects.  They started by looking at 

the many different styles of clay pots 

before designing, making and 

decorating their own.  They then 

had the opportunity to design and 

create their own 3d Christmas cards 

before improving their sewing skills 

by creating felt bookmarks.  

PSHEE aims to encourage the children to think about all sorts of different situations and decisions that 

they may encounter in life.  We began by thinking about rights and responsibilities, defining what rights 

are and who is responsible for trying to ensure that these are met.  We then looked at the process of 

democracy and the concept of fairness in making decisions.    

After this we thought about the relationships we have with special people in our lives, both our friends 

and families.  We looked at how these relationships can change over time and how problems can be 

resolved when they occur.  

Next we looked at dangerous substances such as drugs, alcohol and tobacco.  We learned how different 

types of drugs affect the body and legal and illegal drugs.  We learned about the precautions taken to 

ensure medicines are dispensed, taken and stored safely.  We found out how substances can enter our 

bodies and some of the effects of alcohol and tobacco.  We also considered how we could behave in 

different situations.  
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We have also looked at financial responsibilities.  We have considered the different ways people earn 

money and researched what different jobs involve.  We have looked at the ways people spend money, 

how credit cards work and how you can open a bank account.  We have thought about what people 

spend money on and the difference between necessities and 

luxuries.  We have looked at global trade and how buying and selling 

goods affects people all around the world.   

 

The whole class also spent two days at Danbury Outdoors on their 

first residential visit.  They had a wonderful time but also had the 

opportunity to be independent, to take responsibility for themselves 

and their belongings, to co-operate with others and to challenge 

themselves with the activities.  It was 

lovely to see how well the children 

interacted with each other, solved 

problems, made decisions and 

embraced the activities on offer.  
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In Form 4 the children have focussed on the study of two religions, Judaism and Christianity.   

Whilst studying Judaism the children learnt that Jews believe that there is one God who not only created 

the world, but with whom every Jew can have a personal and individual relationship. They watched a 

video and read the story of how Jewish history begins with the covenant between God and Abraham 

around 1812 BC and learnt that Abraham is considered the founder of Judaism. The second topic taught 

Form 4 that God asks Jews to keep to certain rules on what they eat/don’t eat. The class learnt that to 

follow these rules is their choice and if they choose to do this it is because they respect God and want 

to do as He asks. Finally, the class learnt the symbolism of the items on the Seder plate and about the 

significance of the Passover meal. The final unit of study on Judaism explored how Jews show their 

commitment to God. The class learnt about the ceremonies and rites of passage that take place 

throughout the lives of Jewish people ensuring that at every opportunity God can be involved. This topic 

also linked to Science and PSHEE encouraging the children to look after the environment as a way of 

showing commitment to God who, they believe, created the world.  

When studying Christianity Form 4 studied some of the key events in the Christian calendar including 

the significance of the Nativity to Christians today, whether forgiveness is always possible for Christians 

following the crucifixion of Jesus and finally if people always need to go to church to show they are 

Christians. Whilst reading the Christmas story we discussed how there are important symbols during 

the story which signify an important event. The children identified key images from the story such as the 

Angel, the Star, the Wise men etc and whilst working in small groups they were able to identify the 

significance of the symbols and explain their meaning. The study of the Last Supper and the events 

preceding allowed the children to investigate the following actions and behaviours of each of the people 

involved. From this the children established reasoned explanations for why Jesus was able to forgive his 

friends.  

In French Form 4 began with learning the different modes of transport before explaining how they travel 

to school. This then progressed into learning directions so that they could add greater detail to explaining 

their journeys to school. The children finally began asking questions relating to ‘How do I get to…?’ and 

answering using the appropriate grammar, numbers and identifying left and right. The class worked hard 

to develop their pronunciation using a variety of songs, games and aural practise.  

Before Christmas Form 4 welcomed Mr Podbury who talked to the class about his life in France, 

discussing the similarities and differences between school life, shopping, currency and Christmas 

traditions. The class thoroughly enjoyed asking questions and learning about different cultures.  
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Spanish in Form 4 started with a revision of colours and 

numbers to 30 before learning the parts of the body 

through action songs. The children also listened to a poem, 

‘El Monstruo’ from which the children had to identify the 

part of the body, its size and colour and then draw a 

monster using this description. The pictures created were 

fabulous, demonstrating that the children had fully 

understood the poem.  

 

 

 

 

The children began learning about zoo animals which allowed them to develop several skills including 

listening to text and extracting the information they understood in order to gain an understanding of 

what the text was about. Here they were identifying the type of zoo animal and how many there were. 

The varied activities encouraged the children to listen for sounds, rhyme and rhythm within the words 

so that they can familiarise themselves with the structure of the language.  
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Form 5 is an incredibly busy year in our school, but the children have embraced the challenge and have 

worked incredibly hard and diligently throughout the year.  I could not have asked for more! The 

preparation towards 11+ and entrance exams has been the main focus for the majority of the children. 

The children have participated in many past exam papers, honed and practised their exam skills and even 

sat two full mock exams. They are now gaining confidence and are aware of what is necessary to pass a 

paper.    

In Maths pupils in Form 5 have been working hard towards 

completing the Key Stage 2 curriculum. The children have 

developed the skills of using and applying their knowledge when 

answering multi step problems and real-life investigations.  We 

have predominantly taught maths this year by firstly improving 

mathematical fluency and then developing this to problem solving 

and reasoning.  Our new approach to block teaching maths has 

really helped us to achieve this higher level of mastery needed for 

the children to be great mathematicians.   

 

 

Block teaching has given the children time to drill down into 

each topic and come out with a deeper understanding and a 

firm basis to apply skills learnt. The class have used a variety of 

teaching and learning styles including the use of tablets in 

lessons to complete online learning and research.  Each term 

has had a different focus and has been followed with an end of 

topic assessment.  

   

 

Form 5 
Mrs. Hannah Bonner 

           
2018/19 
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Through the Autumn term we studied Number and Place Value, The Four Operations (addition, 

subtraction, multiplication and division), Fractions, and Geometry (coordinates).  In the Spring term 

Decimals, Percentages and Algebra, Converting units, Perimeter Area and Volume and Ratio, and in the 

Summer term Properties of shapes, Statistics and then revision. Before Christmas the class received a 

visit from Mr Podbury, a retired Maths teacher, the children had fun with him working through a 

collection of problem-solving activities including picture Sudoku, algebraic puzzles and probability 

questions. The children loved solving the riddles and applied many problem-solving skills to solve the 

puzzles. They also enjoyed learning about other number systems and exploring binary numbers.  In the 

Spring term the class took part World Pi Day.  We joined with Form 6 and spent an afternoon 

investigation circles.  Performing various activities that showed the children how the figure of Pi was 

calculated, as well as looking at diameter, radius, sectors, arcs and of course circumference.   

The children have also spent a lot of time practising English skills.  In the Autumn term our Topic was 

World War 11.  This gave a tremendous amount of opportunity for the children to practise many writing 

styles and genres, including time studying Poetry from Siegfried Sassoon; the children created wonderful 

poems written in the same style. The children's Drama skills were put to the test in the World War 11 

class assembly all children stood up to the challenge and performed beautifully. Their idea input, working 

as a team and great listening skills demonstrated how the children are always willing to give their 

best.  The children were provided with a basic script which they choreographed, extended and added to 

make the assembly their own.    
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Also, in the Autumn term the children had the opportunity to 

visit Warner Brothers Studio, where they attended a creative writing 

workshop using actual props from the Harry Potter films as 

stimuli.  This was a successful trip and helped the children to really 

engage with and develop their imaginations for their own writing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the start of Form 5 there has been a heavy focus on improving the children’s figurative language 

within their work using show not tell as a writing style and including anything from idioms, similes, 

hyperboles, alliteration, metaphors, personification, onomatopoeia and oxymorons to add interest and 

effect to their written work.  They are aware of developing their own writer's toolkit and are becoming 

familiar with proofreading their own work and assessing others.   

The children have also spent time writing stories for younger children, summarising texts, discussing 

writer styles and tools, writing biographies, non-chronological reports and poetry.    

They have spent much time practising reducing their writing down to 10-minute tasks which is a 

requirement of the 11+.  In this time frame, they must write 6-7 sentences including a plethora of 

figurative language and varied punctuation on an unknown topic/picture.  They have all become very 

skilled at this.     

The children love working with the younger children in the school. They have had the opportunity to 

write stories and share these with Form 2 and have also done some paired reading with the Form 2.   
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In History, the children studied the World War 1I, Ancient Greece and The Mayans.  World War 11 

encapsulated the children and they all enjoyed making their own Anderson Shelters, studying, reading 

and writing evacuee letters and considering how the rationing and being an evacuee affected them 

now.  Through the Ancient Greece Topic, the children completed an independent project using the 

tablets to help them research their way through the topic booklet.  The children enjoyed working 

together with the use of discussion and research to complete it. An ability to work independently is an 

essential part of preparing them for the future in Secondary School; they relished the challenge! The 

topic gave the children the opportunity to study, research and discuss who the people were, when they 

lived and where and how they were able to establish their empire. They learnt how the political system 

worked in Ancient Greece, investigated the legacy of Athenian Democracy and compared it with the 

political systems we have today. The children also compared and contrasted the modern Olympic 

Games.   In the Mayan Topic, they discovered that the Mayans invented many things including the number 

system and their own Calendar. The children studied various Mayan Gods and used this to write a Non-

Chronological report for English.  They studied and discussed primary and secondary evidence and 

studied the works of the American explorer and travel writer John Lloyd Stephens and British artist 

Frederick Catherwood who reignited Mayan interest from 1839.  They had a go at drawing their own 

versions of one of Catherwoods images.  

 

In DT with Mrs Fleming, the children have looked 

at architecture, researching and designing their own 

building using their chosen architect as inspiration. 

They also created tunnel books looking at how to 

use structure to create depth, focusing on designing 

a background, middle, ground and foreground.   

 

For Geography, the children focused on ‘Enough for Everyone’ and ‘Marvellous Maps’ 

In 'Enough for Everyone' children had to think about the needs of a settlement and the planet as a whole. 

They discovered where resources such as power and food come from and looked at ways in which 

natural resources can be conserved. After discussing the idea of a carbon footprint, children had the 

chance to consider how their actions impact on others around the world and to think about the changes 

that they could make to try to ensure that natural resources are shared so there is enough for everyone.   

In Marvellous Maps, the children further explored the range of maps available to geographers and 

developed their understanding of the key features of maps. They studied a range of maps and atlases 

and compared their features. They learnt to use the eight compass points to give directions and give 

grid references to locate places on a map.  
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In RE, the children have been lucky to attend weekly assemblies by “Open the Book”.  This is a story 

telling programme run specifically for Primary schools and aims to bring to life the stories of the bible’s 

new and Old Testament, through the children’s involvement in listening and taking part in weekly 

storytelling and performing as an act of collective worship. The programme also looks at and is used to 

discuss and consider with the children the act of being a Christian and Christian Values.   

In lessons the children have had the opportunity to study Hinduism and have considered What is the 

Best way for a Hindu to show commitment to God, and Hindu beliefs relating to Brahman being 

everywhere and in everything.    

PSHEE began the year generating discussion on the experiences of a child and family who had arrived 

new in this country and how to deal in such situations. Form 5 proved to be mature when discussing 

current affairs in the world and they clearly feel it should be treated with sensitivity. The children began 

to develop a sense of personal identity and self worth, as well as considering and respecting the needs 

and views of others. They focused heavily on how the media can portray and influence our decisions. 

The children were fully aware that what is broadcasted or advertised may not be the truth.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Managing risks was a topic which enabled the children to discuss home life and school life not only did 

we look at electrical safety, safety in various public places and road safety; the children took part in an 

Internet Safety talk where the they were taught how to keep safe on the internet whilst learning how to 

manage risks effectively. Here the children were encouraged to talk about games or apps that they use, 

to not be afraid of playing the games but how to play or use apps safely whilst being able to speak to 

adults when they feel uneasy. Furthermore, the children studied the importance of healthy living and 

making the right choices as to what we eat. The Life Support Roadshow also came to school.  This was 

an invaluable experience for the children where they learnt to put scan the scene of an accident for risks, 

put someone in the recovery position, give mouth to mouth resuscitation and what to do if someone 

was choking.  They also practised the Heimlich manoeuvre on a dummy.   
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It goes without saying that the children have adored being buddies to the Pre- Reception. They have all 

proved to be wonderful role models.   

The children have been lucky enough to be taught art 

by our specialist teacher Mrs Fleming this year.  The 

children have looked at the elements of art. 

They studied how they could show form in their 

observational drawing by using contrasting 

highlights, shadows and contour lines. They then 

focused on the elements of shape and form and how 

negative spaces are as important as positive ones; they 

then examined perspective, with an emphasis on digital 

photography.  

They created illusions using forced perspective and then looked at how comics and murals use 

foreshortening to create visual illusions. The children studied Klimt and how he was commissioned to 

produce naturalistic portraits for the wealthy and influential people of Austrian high society. In 

preparation for this, Klimt would draw sketches of his subjects. The children were challenged to 

scrutinise his early sketches and consider how the subject is posed helps to 'tell a story', before practising 

pencil sketching techniques and drawing their own portraits. The class practised still life 

drawings whilst looking at how the artists use the objects and colours they are portraying. They used a 

range of mediums, from water colours to oil pastels, to apply colour and tone to some still life art for 

themselves.    

In Science, the children covered 'Space', where they described the Sun, Earth and Moon as approximately 

spherical bodies; named and described features of the planets in our solar system; explained day and night 

and the apparent movement of the Sun across the sky and explained the movement of the Moon. When 

the topic 'materials' was completed, the children did many experiments including making slime and 

exploring reversible and irreversible changes. They studied the 'Circle of Life' topic, which included plant 

reproduction, where they dissected a flower, the life cycle of plants, life cycles of animals, life processes 

and reproduction of animals and extinction.    
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The 'Growing Up and Growing Old' topics allowed the children to study the human timeline; gestation 

and pregnancy in different mammals; changes as we go from child to adults including puberty.  The latest 

topic we are studying is 'Let's Get Moving' which is all about forces.   

 

 

The children enjoyed a fabulous day hosted by Felsted 

school to celebrate Women in Science.  The girls had a 

great day completing practical’s in Biology investigation 

Water Daphnia, Chemistry making red Cabbage pH 

indicator and Physics labs investigating the strength of 

chocolate.  It was a super opportunity for the girls to 

practise science in a laboratory.   

 

 

 

As well as all their hard work the children took part in several 

school trips this year.  Form 5 and 6 children had an outstanding 

trip to Warner Brothers Studio for a tour of the Harry Potter sets. 

The children were shocked by the amount of detail and work that 

goes into the making of a film and the tiny attention to detail. In 

our creative writing lesson, the children had a chance to see and 

touch more props that are not on public display.  They saw the 

prosthetic skin and hands made for Hagrid and learnt this may 

take thirty days to make and only be used once. They loved 

exploring the Forbidden Forest where we all walked with 

trepidation at the fear of finding Aragog.  Of course, we found 

Aragog and many moving members of his family… not an enjoyable 

activity for any arachnophobe. The day was a real eye opener for 

the children, who realised how many different skill types are 

needed to put together a story and a film such as Harry Potter.  It 

was good for them to see some practical examples of where skills 

learnt in some subjects can take them.   
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Amongst the excitement of Christmas, Mrs Dickinson worked hard with Forms 5 and 6 to practise 

carols to sing to the elderly at various care homes in Maldon and St Peter’s hospital.  Some of the 

residents were truly overjoyed and overwhelmed at hearing and seeing our youngsters singing.  The 

children even learnt sign language for some of the songs that was hugely appreciated by some of the 

residents.    

 

In the spring a fabulous day was enjoyed at the Science Museum. 

The children were particularly captivated with the ‘It takes Guts’ 

demonstration, which wowed them all and helped understand the 

journey of food through the body. We also went to the Explore 

Lab. The children had an hour to investigate almost anything they 

wanted in the lab, enjoying electrical circuits, bridge building, 

friction slides, marble runs, forces, water photography and shutter 

speed, gravity, sound, light, probability and thermal imagery.  All of 

the children were captivated and truly relished the chance to be 

hands on. 
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Form 5 went on their residential trip to Fellowship Afloat, 

Tollesbury. The children stayed aboard Trinity a retired 

light vessel which has been converted into 

accommodation. During the 3 days the children took part 

in sailing, high ropes, kayaking, climbing, and a night walk’ 

all of which encouraged the children to challenge 

themselves, work as a team and build self- confidence and 

resilience.    

 

 

The children's hard work and determination has been a credit to them.  They have all grown in resilience 

this year and matured. They have proven to themselves how much their growth mindset has helped 

them through this busy and challenging year.   
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In Form 6 we aim to develop more independence, greater resilience and most importantly, cultivate an 

awareness in the children of who they are as both learners and as young adults. It’s a year filled with 

responsibility, reflection and leadership.  

English contained a mixture of story writing, poetry, drama and debating. Throughout the year the 

children have been practising their story writing skills and been able to assess their own and others' 

work. Using Literacy Shed the class have been provided with a range of stimuli from sinister china dolls 

to imaginative endings of courageous stories. The children have pushed their imagination and thoughtfully 

used a range of figurative language to stimulate the reader's response. They had the opportunity to visit 

Warner Brothers Studio, where they attended a creative writing workshop using actual props from the 

Harry Potter films as stimuli.   

Children are encouraged to speak confidently and express their knowledge and opinions eloquently 

through debates, class assemblies and leadership roles. The class regularly impress visitors with their 

poem recitals and their delivery of readings in front of large church audiences. The children also took a 

lot of responsibility for the success of their class assembly, choreographing their own dances and writing 

their own script. They researched various poets and poetry they enjoyed, then recited them with 

confidence and enjoyment. They also taught the rest of the school about alliteration, onomatopoeia, 

metaphors, similes and personification.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Form 6 
Mrs. Lindsay Fleming 

           
2018/19 
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In maths pupils have been developing their numeracy skills and applying 

their knowledge to concepts beyond the Key Stage 2 curriculum.  The 

whole class move through topics at broadly the same pace. Each one 

is studied and the children do not move to the next stage until they all 

demonstrate that they have a secure understanding of the concepts 

involved.  They extended their knowledge of algebra, learning how to 

use all four operations when simplifying algebraic expressions and 

calculating equations.  

 

 

The children then tackled negative 

numbers and how to calculate using the 

four operations, including double 

negatives. They also studied the magic of Pi 

and how this value can be used to calculate 

properties of circles, any circle based 2D 

and 3D shape and then applied the 

formulae to solve a variety of real-life 

problems.   

 

Before Christmas, Form 6 were lucky to have a visit from Brian Podbury, a former headmaster, who 

gave the class a collection of problem-solving activities including picture Sudoku, algebraic puzzles and 

probability questions. The children loved solving the riddles and applied many problem-solving skills to 

solve the puzzles. They also enjoyed learning about other number systems and exploring binary 

numbers.  
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Science in Form 6 aims to consolidate the key knowledge and vocabulary the children will need for 

secondary school; teach them to be critical thinkers who can plan, carry out, record and present data 

and to interpret their findings; to question and make sense of the world around them and hopefully 

inspire an enjoyment of this subject as they progress to study it at a higher level. The first topic examined 

the incredible variety of life on Earth and the development of classification.  We looked at the work of 

botanist Karl Linnaeus who developed a system of classification still used today.  The children learned 

how kingdoms are first created and then subdivided into smaller and smaller groups.  We spent time 

looking at the animal kingdom and how it is split into vertebrates and invertebrates and then examined 

in more detail the five main vertebrate groups.  We learnt to look for similarities and differences in 

animals in order to classify or identify them; how to create and use classification keys and the sometimes 

useful, sometimes yucky world of bacteria and fungi.   

 

 

 

We then looked in more detail at humans, specifically the respiratory 

and circulatory systems that keep us alive.  This topic ties in with and 

reinforces the work done on healthy diets and lifestyles covered in 

PSHEE.  We studied the importance of making healthy lifestyle choices 

from a young age and maintaining them throughout our lives.  We also 

looked at the effects of alcohol, tobacco and drugs on our bodies and 

how to make safe and responsible choices.   

 

Following this, we covered light, a topic less well known to many children.  We learnt about the incredible 

speed and distances that light can travel; how to categorise different materials according to what happens 

when light hits them and tried, with varying degrees of success, to make shadow puppets that would 

create different shades of shadow. The children studied how light travels in straight lines but can be 

reflected or refracted to change direction and had fun looking at optical illusions created by refracting 

light. We also looked at how we see things, understanding that all objects reflect light back towards our 

eyes, then researched how light travels in waves and how the energy of these waves is responsible for 

the different colours of light.  The class made spinners to help them understand that white light is a 

mixture of different wavelengths and that these colours can be seen when light is refracted through a 

prism.   
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We then moved our attention to electricity, initially concentrating on electrical safety and the everyday 

electrical dangers that surround us, but the central focus in this topic was to understand and use symbols 

and circuit diagrams confidently.   We learned to identify common faults such as poor connections, 

incorrect wiring, dead batteries and blown bulbs and fuses.  

Over the year we have also endeavoured to prepare the children for science at secondary school by 

arranging three practical lessons covering physics, biology and chemistry using the science laboratory at 

The Plume Academy. The children are now adept at using microscopes and laboratory equipment safely.  

 

During history lessons, Form 6 

studied two very different 

civilisations, the Shang Dynasty 

and Ancient Benin, which both 

provided a wealth of research 

material. Whilst studying the 

Shang Dynasty the children learnt 

who the Ancient Shang people 

were, where and when they lived, using maps and atlases to 

locate Shang cities. They also learnt about the role of the king, 

the religious beliefs and rituals of the Shang people and how 

oracle bones were used in divination ceremonies.   

 

 

Whilst learning about Ancient Benin the children discovered where 

the ancient Kingdom of Benin was located; how it came to thrive; 

what the people there believed in and how they showed this in their 

artwork. The topic explored western attitudes towards African 

civilisations, comparing the achievements, oral tales and artefacts of 

ancient Benin to those in Europe at the same time. The children also 

participated in a lively debate about whether the looted Benin 

Bronzes should be returned to Nigeria or remain in world class 

museums. They realised that there are often no clear-cut wrong or 

right answers.   
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In Geography the children identified why rivers are so important to the towns and villages that have 

developed along them. By looking at the features of rivers and the natural and human ways that rivers 

change over time, the children explored the life stories of rivers. The children learnt the names and 

locations of the major rivers of the UK and the world. They also learnt about our changing world eliciting 

m any concerns and discussions about global warming.  

 

In Art we studied the power of colour, which has the 

strongest effect on our emotions. It is the element 

we use to create the mood or atmosphere of a piece 

of art.  We investigated the psychology behind colour 

choices for popular commercial brands. For example, 

red is dominant in fast food chains because it induces 

hunger.  

 

We then studied the artist Frans Marc and designed 

our own animal painting, choosing colour to portray 

a mood.  The children have been developing their 

observational drawing techniques; discovering that 

drawing an object is a lot harder than from a 

picture. They also learnt to look carefully at the 

shadows and the highlights whilst sketching 

cupcakes.    

 

In DT Form 6 thoroughly enjoyed designing and constructing their own marble 

runs, using cardboard in an astonishing variety of ways to speed the marble up 

and slow it down.  The children also 

learnt how to knit. They all managed to 

cast on and are becoming experts at 

untangling wool! Knitting is a lot more 

complicated than they first thought. After 

much perseverance and patience, they 

created some lovely toys.  
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PSHEE covers a wide range of subjects that play an important role in children’s lives.  We began with 

looking at basic human rights and how these apply to children, followed by the work of the United Nations 

Convention on the Rights of the Child.  We thought about what these were and how they could be provided 

and protected in different countries around the world.  We also spent time thinking about who has 

responsibility for these rights, from the governments making rules and providing money, to ourselves by 

following rules and making the most of opportunities.    

The next topic centred on our friends and families.  We thought about all the people who have a 

significant role in our life and the different relationships that we have with them.  We reflected on how 

these people and relationships change; how some people will always be involved in our lives while others 

may only be significant for a while.  We considered how relationships can change, with a focus on 

transition to secondary school; how we get to know new people and how we select those with whom 

we become friends. This led to how we will start to change as we grow up.  We spent time learning 

about puberty and how everybody grows and changes at different times.  We discussed how puberty 

affects people’s behaviour, emotions and ways we could deal with this.   

During the year the children have been also been given the opportunity to undertake special activities.  

These have included Crucial Crew, which looks at bullying issues as well as personal 

safety; Bikeability training to help improve understanding of road safety and cyber safety to raise children’s 

awareness of how to stay safe online.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

In RE, the children have been lucky to attend weekly assemblies run by “Open the Book”.  This is a story 

telling programme run specifically for Primary schools and aims to bring to life the stories of the bible’s 

New and Old Testament, through the children’s involvement in listening and taking part in weekly 

storytelling and performing as an act of collective worship. The programme also looks at and is used to 

discuss and consider with the children the act of being a Christian and Christian Values.   
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The first topic in RE focused on Islam.  Where we considered the Key Question “What is the best way 

for a Muslim to show commitment to God?  We studied in more depth the 5 pillars of Islam and by 

discussion related this back to our Key Question.  The children were encouraged to enquire, evaluate 

and discuss whether religious people lead better lives, and whether religious beliefs influence people to 

behave well towards others.  Through the run up to Christmas, we considered a new enquiry which was 

to analyse the Christian belief in the Virgin Birth and to assess the significance of this to Christians and 

also to ask ourselves whether Christmas celebrations and traditions help Christians understand who 

Jesus was and why he was born.  Throughout the year, we have continued our study of Christianity and 

the children have considered the key questions: Is anything ever eternal?  Should religious people be sad 

when someone dies?  How well do funeral and mourning rituals tell us about what a religion believes 

about what happens after death?  The Discovery scheme of work encourages children to take a more 

philosophical approach to RE.  Children are encouraged to think more deeply about how and why beliefs 

have originated and how people’s beliefs underpin much of their behaviour and morality.   The children 

showed that they were able to maturely consider and share their views, thoughts and ideas competently 

and confidently.   

In French Form 6 began with telling the time.  They were encouraged to say and write a sentence to tell 

the time using o’clock, half past and quarter past and to.  they then learnt the terms for a.m. and p.m.- 

du matin, de l’apres midi and du soir.  They learnt to use 24 hour time so they could interpret and write 

sentences looking at airport arrivals and departures. The class worked hard on improving their 

pronunciation and conversation skills through aural practise and games.  In Spanish the children studied 

Emotions, Clothes, Towns and Shops, directions, food and likes and dislikes.  They paid attention to the 

articles and recognising whether a noun was masculine or feminine. A variety of learning tools were used 

including learning songs, aural work, actions and games.    

 

In Year 6 the children have many exciting opportunities for 

learning that occur beyond the realms of the classroom. These 

include a week residential trip to Bawdsey Manor; a day trip to 

Warner Brothers Studio; a Key Stage 2 trip to the London 

Science Museum and finally a trip with their Reception buddies 

to Jimmy’s Farm.  

They experience a thrilling week away at Bawdsey Manor taking part in energetic and fun activities. The 

children were surrounded by 144 acres of parkland and woodland facing directly onto the beautiful 

Suffolk coastline at the mouth of the River Deben.  They took part in tree climbing and the Jacob's ladder 

tested their skills on belaying as well as encouraging teamwork. Singing songs in the sunshine and playing 

games made the week whizz by quickly. Aeroball, a favourite of many, was a cross between trampolining 

and volleyball! All the children took part in the day and evening activities, ending with a disco dance off. 

The week was full of fun, exciting sessions and gave the children memories that will last a lifetime.    
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Form 5 and 6 children had the most fantastic trip to Warner Brothers Studio for a tour of the Harry 

Potter sets. The children summed up their day using some of these adjectives: astounding, thrilling, 

unforgettable, inspiring, spectacular and mind blowing. Our day was truly all of the above. The children 

were astounded with the amount of detail and work that goes into the making of a film and the tiny 

attention to detail. We discovered that a skin prosthetic may take thirty days to make and may only be 

used once.  

They discovered that over 4000 individual wands were 

made for the characters in the film; each wand was 

originally hand carved from wood, until Daniel Radcliff 

broke eighty wands within the early stages of filming. It 

was then decided that they would be cast from resin, with 

duplicates created in case one broke and rubber versions 

used for stunt work. The children were also thrilled to 

discover that Wonder Woman was being filmed in the 

warehouse next to us.  

 

Amongst the excitement of Christmas, we were mindful that some people can be lonely during the 

festive season and are not as fortunate as us. Subsequently, Forms 5 and 6 worked hard on practising 

carols in order to sing to the elderly at various care homes in Maldon and St Peter’s hospital. They even 

learnt sign language for som e of the songs that was hugely appreciated by some of the residents there.   
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In the spring a fabulous day was enjoyed at the science 

museum. The children were particularly captivated 

with the ‘It takes Guts’ demonstration, which wowed 

them all and helped explain the true journey of food 

through the body. We also went to the Explore Lab. 

The children had an hour to investigate almost anything 

they wanted in the lab, enjoying electrical circuits, 

bridge building, friction slides, marble runs, forces, 

water photography and shutter speed, gravity, sound, 

light, probability and thermal imagery.   

A highlight for all the children at Maldon 

Court is becoming a buddy; this is a very 

special relationship that the children build 

over 2 years. This year our time has 

included baking, yoga, reading, exploring, 

bug hunting, painting, poetry writing and 

culminated in a trip to Jimmy’s Farm. This 

was a first for the school, combining a 

Reception and Form 6 class on a field trip 

and the day was a tremendous success 

filled with observing, exploring, building 

and most importantly learning through 

play.  
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It has been a pleasure to be teaching the children at Maldon Court since October 2018. The children  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It has been a pleasure to be teaching the children at Maldon Court since 2018. The children have been 

learning lots of new sports and have been able to demonstrate a wide variety of new skill in the P.E 

lessons.  

This year, the children have participated in a wide variety of sports. In the Autumn term, the children 

were taught Fencing. They have learnt what the ‘on guard’ position looks like and have been able to use 

this in a game play situation. They also learnt how to block and attack in order and defend points within 

the sport. 

 

  

 

P.E 
Mr. James Beal 

     
2018/19 
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Following on from Fencing the children then took part 

in Badminton lessons. Playing this sport, we start from 

the basics working on hand and eye coordination before 

moving on to putting new skills such as serving and 

rallies into game play situation against one another. 

Everyone also played doubles where they had to focus 

on communication with their partner alongside whilst 

still trying to hit the shuttle back to the other team to 

try and score a point. Everyone worked extremely hard 

and all worked well together and used communication 

skills effectively. 

 

 

In the spring term we moved onto a new sport and all the children had a chance to participate in Handball 

where they learnt skills including: passing, running, finding space and shooting. During the lessons we also 

covered different muscles in the body such as: hamstrings, triceps and biceps as these are the key muscle 

groups used in a game of Handball. The classes all understood the rules of the games which included, not 

running with the ball and taking only three steps. We discovered during the lessons, working as a team 

and passing the ball often gives more success. 

 

The summer term and with the better weather arriving we were able to utilise the outside facilities to 

do Athletics. In these lessons we practised Sprinting, Shuttle Relay Races, Shot Put and Javelin. Each child 

has developed and learnt new skills required for Athletics. 

 

The year I have been working at Maldon Court I have seen every child develop their skills further and 

they have all been outstanding. The effort put in by everyone has been amazing, learning new skills and 

being able to put these skills into practise has been rewarding. It has been a pleasure to coach each sport 

to all the children at Maldon Court, the behaviour of the children has been exemplary.  
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The exploration of technology and development of computational thinking has never been more 

important within Education. The Computing Lessons at Maldon Court prioritise the holistic progression 

of the pupil’s ICT skills in order to prepare them for an ever-changing technological world. In doing so, 

the children learn to programme as well as getting hands on with a number of devices and software that 

reflect the kind of computing challenges they may face in further education and later life. 

 

Over the last school year, the children have engaged in a huge range of Computing and Programming 

learning objectives.  Crucially however, I have strived to explore STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering 

and Mathematics) activities far more often this year, providing the pupils with a more tangibly cross-

curricular learning experience. 

The Form 2 class have tackled a number of creative 

computing objectives. They started the year creating 

Movies, learning the basics of filming and editing 

footage. They have also enjoyed Technological 

Artistry lessons that helped to improve their ‘mouse’ 

and fine motor skills through the creation of digital 

settings. On top of these units of work, they also 

learnt how to create presentations and format 

documents through the exploration of E Safety.   

  

The children have shown a huge amount of progress when it comes to 

programming. Their first unit on the subject saw them learn all of the basic 

programming key words. They were also able to but these words in to context 

by sequencing movement of both physical objects and on screen characters. In 

doing so, they learnt to pre-determine the route of a programmed avatar via 

coordinates and coding language. Finally, the children were able to impressively 

relate their programming endeavours to real life coding in their day-to-day 

lives.    

 

ICT 
Mr. Nick Acton 

     
2018/19 
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Form 3 have progressed their base knowledge of 

computing from last year.  They have really honed 

their word processing skills presenting information 

in clear and attractive ways. Digital Presentations 

have also displayed their aptitude for formatting 

documents.  The class enjoyed taking apart a 

computer to learn about the components inside. 

Learning what each part does has deepened their 

understanding of the devices in school as well as 

giving them some context for how the software 

effects the hardware and vice versa.  

   

  

Their programming knowledge has moved along nicely as well. They 

have focused in on the nuances of programming a number of different 

devices. During this year they have programmed onscreen avatars, 

Sphero Robots and LEGO WeDo creations. Form 3’s introduction to 

STEM objectives have resulted in them building and coding devices to 

tackle a range of scenarios that relate to real life programming 

problems.     

 

 

The Form 4 class have expanded their computing knowhow 

through a range of learning objectives. Firstly, they engaged in a 

research project hat introduced refined Internet searching; 

exploring the validity of online information and writing emails. 

They continue to progress their digital design and work 

formatting skills and have created impressive presentations. 

Perhaps most impressively however, the children have collected 

data on excel spreadsheets and charts. In doing so, they were 

able to analyse the information and understand the relevance of 

this kind of data crunching.   
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Their programming objectives have really stretched their 

coding knowledge. Utilising audio, distance and giro sensors 

have meant that the children have engaged in different forms 

of programming input and output. In turn, they have begun 

to explore how many variables can affect a physical 

programmed device. Overall, this has resulted in a deeper 

knowledge of computational coding considerations that are 

rooted in real world examples of programming problems.   

   

 

 

Form 5 has tackled creative computing objectives with determination 

and skill. Creating their own blogs deepened their understanding of 

Internet safety and progressed their formatting and digital design skills. 

The children also flexed their digital creativity through the building of 

a Radio Station. This saw them engaging in Digital Audio Software as 

well as exploring microphone techniques and sound effects. Form 5 

also formulated a research project and were able to analyse data at a 

high level. 

   

  

 

Their Programming endeavours also favoured a creative 

edge.  The class created art through programming, utilising 

repetition and loops to produce mathematical patterns. 

They also used coding to create digital logos. Their STEM 

objectives included the creation and programming of a 

robotic character to film in front of a green screen (not 

unlike many film makers utilise animatronics).  They have 

also explored the creation of video games through coding 

and programming variables. 
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Form 6 have proved that they are extremely 

skilled when it comes to computing and 

programming. They started the school year by 

creating their own websites with hyper and 

internal links. This not only employed a lot of 

technical skills, but it also pulled on their 

creative skills. Through this and a research 

project, the children progressed their word 

processing; document formatting and digital 

design. On top of this, the class enjoyed a movie 

making unit that included stop motion 

animation; complex editing and filming specific 

camera angels to create a visual language. 

    

  

Their programming objectives revolved around problem solving. The children were tasked with a number 

of real life scenarios that could be augmented or improved by programming. They then strived to solve 

the problems by building and coding devices of all shapes and sizes. This relied heavily on their scientific 

and engineering prior knowledge as well as their programming skills. By finding creative solutions to a 

whole host of different problems, the Form 6 proved that they can apply computational thinking and 

logical reasoning to complete tasks. These skills will hopefully serve them well in further education.  
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Since beginning my time teaching the music curriculum at Maldon Court School I have been very 

impressed with the children and their attitude to learning. Many of them are keen musicians, taking extra 

lessons within and outside of the school. They sing with enthusiasm and have all worked hard preparing 

songs for Open Day and Grandparents’ Day, which they sang beautifully and confidently.  

Pre-Reception are very enthusiastic from the beginning to the end of the lesson, joining in the actions 

songs and rhythm games with great energy and eagerness. They have particularly enjoyed playing the 

percussion instruments and have been learning how to select appropriate sounds to accompany their 

songs.  

Reception class also enjoy singing very much, particularly when 

they are encouraged to participate in actions to accompany the 

songs. They have been learning the difference between high and 

low sounds, also learning how to use their high and low voices. 

They have been playing the percussion instruments, learning how 

to follow drawn symbols as they play. Another aspect of them 

accompanying music with percussion instruments has been the 

discovery that sometimes a beat can be faster or slower. They 

have also been learning how to do fast/slow actions to the beat 

of the music.   

Form 1 have been exploring sounds in the environment and 

learning how to imitate those sounds using the percussion 

instruments, which they enjoy playing very much. Another 

aspect of playing the instruments has been within learning about 

pulse and rhythm, culminating in a wonderful accompaniment to 

The Greatest Showman. As part of this work they have been 

concentrating very hard to maintain a steady pulse while other 

children are playing a rhythm. They have also been learning about the duration of sounds and how to 

play an instrument in different ways to produce a longer or shorter sound. They are very keen singers 

and are always eager to learn new songs, particularly if it involves actions.  

 

Music 
Mrs. Kate Stone 
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Form 2 have been exploring pitch and discovering that some of the percussion instruments play a higher 

sound than others. They have also enjoyed experimenting with chime bars, composing their own name 

tune, demonstrating the pitch of the notes on a simple music score. They are always very eager to play 

the percussion instruments and have worked very well when 

accompanying backing tracks, learning to play with a steady 

pulse, following symbols to represent each instrument. They 

built on this by making their own composition of symbols, using 

it to conduct each other in a group. They have been learning 

how to select appropriate sounds to accompany weather 

compositions, with particular attention to the timbre of the 

instrument and whether it has a “warm” or “cold” sound.   

 

Form 3 have been exploring how to use the musical 

elements to describe the movement and characteristics of 

animals. They have listened to music excerpts and discussed 

how the size and speed of the animal is reflected in the pitch 

and tempo of the music. Following these discoveries, they 

worked in groups, using the percussion instruments to 

create their own composition, describing an animal, and 

then performed it, with their group to the rest of the class. 

They have enjoyed playing rhythm games, following a 4 beat 

pattern, learning the difference between pulse and rhythm. 

This has involved them accompanying a “Mr Noah Rap” with percussion instruments. Each instrument 

representing a different animal in the ark, and each with its own 4 beat rhythm.   

 

Form 4 have been exploring colours in sound 

through listening to various styles of descriptive 

music. They have been discovering how to select 

sounds to create a picture, learning how to 

describe emotions and experiences using 

percussion instruments. They have enjoyed 

working in groups, making their own compositions 

to describe places around the world, with particular 

attention to their use of dynamics and tempo in the 

composition. After practising in their groups, they 

performed to the rest of the class, and were able 

to give good evaluations of each others’ work and 

the effectiveness of the composition. They have also learnt about the Pentatonic Scale, experimenting 

with pentatonic harmonies and accompaniments, using the chime bars.   
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Form 5 have been exploring sound sources and 

how to use them for an intended effect. They 

have been listening to various types of “space” 

music and discovering that changes in pitch and 

duration can be used to enhance the overall 

effectiveness of the music. As part of their 

discovery, they have worked in groups, creating 

music to describe a space journey using the 

percussion instruments. Their composition had 

to include an introduction, middle section and 

ending, with changes in the musical elements. 

They had to play with layered sounds, listening 

carefully to each member of the group. They worked very well together and performed to the class, 

evaluating each others’ work. Another area of learning has been rhythm and pulse, with a particular 

emphasis on African rhythms. We have been working on creating whole class rhythms, with each group 

playing a different rhythm based on words and then bringing it all together in a layered sound as a whole 

class.  

Form 6 have been exploring musical processes and discovering what would motivate somebody to write 

some music. We have listened to a variety of styles of music and discussed the composers’ starting points 

and considered their reason for writing the music. An imaginary composer’s sketch book was the focal 

point for discussion. After listening to Reveil des Oiseaux by Messiaen they considered the graphics in 

the sketch book and created vocal sounds to describe what was written and discussed the effectiveness 

of the graphics for the desired effect. Rhapsody in Blue by Gershwin was their inspiration for their group 

work. After discussing the “train” rhythm accompaniment and improvisation they worked together 

creating music to describe a machine. This was performed to the class using the percussion instruments 

and evaluated by their peers.   
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Both choirs have worked very hard since January, preparing for performances at Grandparents’ Day and 

Open Day. They have been eager to learn new songs and have been very diligent in learning their words. 

We really value our choir at Maldon Court School and the commitment they show by their weekly 

lunchtime attendance. With the support and help from Mrs Dickenson they have sung beautifully, with 

harmonies and a variety of textures in their sounds. Their enthusiasm makes them a delight to work 

with.   
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At the start of the year children elect council members from a range of 

nominees in their year group, voting for a boy and a girl. The school 

council is led by a Chair and Vice Chair and all members get a chance 

to advocate for their class during our bimonthly meetings.  Being a 

school councillor can be a lot of work, but it does have its benefits of 

contributing towards real changes and improvements within the 

school.  The council have learnt many valuable skills throughout the 

year. That a simple idea can bring the school together to create a 

difference. That it is possible to see a problem from many different 

angles and work together to tackle it and most importantly that no 

matter how young they are they can help to bring change through their 

suggestions.   

ECO SCHOOLS  

This year has been an increasingly busy year for the Eco Schools Committee. Following on from 

successfully gaining the Eco Schools Bronze award in 2017 it was time to work towards achieving the 

Silver Award.   

Classes voted for their representatives in September and the team quickly got to work conducting an 

Environmental Review, analysing 10 different aspects of the school including biodiversity, energy, healthy 

living, litter and waste. Once the review was completed the committee then looked at the results and 

identified 3 key areas which they felt they could improve on and make an impact. The area identified 

were Energy, Biodiversity and Waste.  

The next step in achieving the target of the silver award was to invite a parent to become a member of 

the Eco Schools Committee. This opportunity was seized by Mrs Dibben who joined the committee and 

began attending meetings every half term with the children.  

 

 

School Councils 
Mrs. Lindsay Fleming and Mrs. Emma Clark 
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In the Autumn term the whole school took part in ‘Switch Off Fortnight’, an initiative designed to 

encourage staff and pupils to switch off electrical equipment not in use, this included lights, computer 

monitors and projectors. The children monitored each class and communal spaces, gently reminding 

people of the importance of not wasting electricity.  

 

 

In the Spring term the committee took part in the Big Schools Bird Watch, 

carefully recording the different types and quantities of birds that visited the 

school grounds during a one hour period. The children worked in pairs and 

located themselves from different vantage points to get a more accurate set 

of results. These results were then analysed by the children and reported 

back to the RSPB in order to gain an insight into the changing bird 

populations and habits.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the end of the Spring term the Eco Schools Committee introduced 

the ‘Big Battery Hunt’ to the whole school, encouraging staff and 

children to collect and recycle old batteries. The committee presented 

an assembly to explain how the scheme worked and why it is so 

important that batteries are not thrown into general waste to end up 

in land fill sites. Over 4000 batteries were collected in the first half of 

the Summer term! This initiative is ongoing and will continue into the 

next academic year.  

 

In June 2019 the Eco Schools Committee was pleased to announce they had 

achieved the Eco Schools Silver Award. A fantastic achievement and a credit to 

the hard work of all the Eco Schools committee members. Well done. 
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We have enjoyed another successful year with the English Speaking Board examinations.  27 children 

from Forms 4, 5 and 6 entered their examination in January 2019 and achieved a 100% pass rate.  2 

children achieved a Merit, 13 children achieved a Merit Plus and 12 children achieved a Distinction.  

They were presented with their certificates at a special assembly. 

Our children all coped with the rigorous examination with ability and confidence                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

and the examiners are always pleased with the enthusiasm and variety of work the children show, as 

well as the way they work together as a group. 

In June we entered 23 children from Forms 2 and 3. The children also achieved 100% pass rate, the 

results are; 4 children were awarded with a Distinction, 13 children received a Merit Plus and 6 

children gained a Merit. Well done to all children in Forms 2 and 3. 

The syllabus of the English Speaking Board is to promote clear, effective and confident communication 

skills. 

I congratulate all the children on their hard work to achieve such excellent results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ESB 
Mrs. Alison Deakin 
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Elizabeth Bodal Hansen 

Art Scholarship 
 

- 
 

Amelia Craddock  

Art Scholarship 
 

- 
 

George Dibben  

Grammar Place & English Scholarship 
 

- 
 

Harrison Farr  

Academic Scholarship & Sports Scholarship 
 

- 

 

Thomas Griffin  

Maths Scholarship 
 

- 
 

Amy Nguyen  

 Grammar Place 
 

- 
 

Sarah van Stolk  

Grammar Place 
 

- 
 

Nievah Williams  

 Grammar Place

Form 6 Awards & Scholarships            
2018/19 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


